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Careful geometric analysis shows that energy transfer
from the electrostatic potential to ion parallel flows
breaks symmetry in the fully nonlinear toroidal momen-
tum transport equation, causing countercurrent rotation
peaking without applied torque.
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Tokamak plasmas rotate spontaneously without applied torque.−20
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B. Effect of ECH deposition profile

The toroidal rotation profiles show signatures depending
upon the type of discharge. The characteristic most investi-
gated to date is the ECH deposition location in the D+ dis-
charges in which velocity measurements are made of C6+.
Although many of the profiles are measured at a time while
the discharge parameters are evolving, grouping them by
heating type nevertheless brings out these signatures and es-
tablishes the common features beyond showing individual
examples. The results of the intrinsic rotation data set for
carbon velocity in DIII-D are summarized in Fig. 2, where
we plot the simple mean values of rotation frequency sorted
by discharge type, versus !. For this data set, the toroidal
magnetic field at the magnetic axis is BT0=1.75 T, and the
range of plasma current Ip is 1–1.5 MA. The averages are
taken over the set of intrinsic rotation time slices from dis-
charges of one ECH deposition type, or no ECH for two of
the profiles. The profiles may be measured with differing
delays after the H-mode transition, or the discharge have
different values of Ip or X-point height, density, temperature,
and possibly ECH power. The error bars indicated show the
standard deviation over the entire set of one type, due to this
variability of the plasma conditions. These deviations domi-
nate considerably over the measurement error. The ECH

deposition profile is indicated for types with EC power. In
spite of including nonidentical discharges within a type, the
rotation profile signatures clearly emerge.

All ECH H-mode intrinsic rotation profiles are hollow.
The pre-ECH time slices are also hollow. !For convenience,
we refer to these as “L-mode.”" Only the OH H-mode pro-
files are flat. A feature common to all is the co-rotation for
!#0.6−0.9. This co-rotation is greater for the ECH
H-modes, correlated with greater plasma stored thermal en-
ergy W, as described below. The central rotation !!"0.3"
varies with ECH deposition profile, indicated in Fig. 2!d".
The most reversed !counter-directed" core rotation is ob-
served in some discharges with the “spread” deposition pro-
file shown in Fig. 2!a". “Core” deposition results in a similar
profile $Figs. 2!b" and 2!c"%, while the “off-axis” deposition
gives a clearly different profile: hollow but nonreversed in
the core $Fig. 2!b"%. An additional two individual profiles are
shown in Fig. 2!c" for two discharges with EC-current drive
!ECCD" in core deposition, one co- and one counter-ECCD,
respectively. These are nearly identical for !#0.5 and di-
verge from one another as the magnetic axis is approached.
Presently, the ECCD data set is limited. These ECCD
H-modes have a large Te /Ti in the core, relative to the rest of
this data set.

For the bulk ion intrinsic rotation profile measurements
in He++ discharges, only two of the nominally seven different
types of discharges used for the results in Fig. 2 were ob-
tained; namely, ECH H-modes with “spread” and “core”
deposition, in the same LSN shape. The bulk ions also ex-
hibit a hollow rotation profile, as measured for carbon in the
bulk deuterium discharges. In Fig. 3 we plot a similar statis-
tical average for three “core” heated He++ ECH H-modes,
i.e., $%He, together with the equivalent case from Fig. 2!b",
$%C. The carbon velocity is also measured in bulk helium
discharges, and the average for two similar discharges is also
plotted as $%C !He" in Fig. 3. The bulk ion profile hollow-
ness shows that this effect is not an artifact only for the
impurity !C6+" measurements. In addition, the ELMing na-
ture of the He++ discharges demonstrates that an ELM-free
state is not required for the hollow rotation profile.

FIG. 2. !Color online" Set-averaged rotation profiles, with m discharges in a
set. !a" “L-mode” !pre-ECH" !dash, m=5", OH-H !!, m=6", spread-ECH-H
!!, m=16", !b" core-ECH-H !!, m=12", off-axis ECH-H !", m=5", !c"
single examples with co- and counter-ECCD-H with core power deposition,
and !d" the ECH power deposition profiles pECH !&W /m3", for “spread”
!solid line", “core” !dot-dashed", and “off-axis” !dot". The error bars are the
standard deviation for a set of nonidentical discharges, greatly exceeding the
actual measurement errors for one measurement.

FIG. 3. !Color online" Similar set-averaged profile for the bulk ion toroidal
rotation measurement in helium discharges $%He !#, dot", and the carbon
rotation measured in helium discharges $%C !!, dash". The companion
“core” deposition carbon profile is reproduced from Fig. 2!b" !!, solid".
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TCV Ohmic shots (Ip ≈155, 195kA) DIII-D Ohmic and ECH shots
Stoltzfus-Dueck et al PoP ’15 deGrassie et al PoP ’07

Important for stability against resistive wall modes at low torque (ITER).
Typical intrinsic rotation profiles have three regions:

I Edge: Co-rotating (due to ion orbit shifts)
I Mid-radius “gradient region”: Countercurrent peaking or ∼flat

I Gradient exhibits sudden ’reversals’ at critical parameter values.
I Rotation profiles often pass through zero.

I Sawtoothing region inside q = 1: Flat or weak cocurrent peaking

In axisymmetric geometry, neoclassical momentum transport is negligible.
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The toroidal rotation profiles show signatures depending
upon the type of discharge. The characteristic most investi-
gated to date is the ECH deposition location in the D+ dis-
charges in which velocity measurements are made of C6+.
Although many of the profiles are measured at a time while
the discharge parameters are evolving, grouping them by
heating type nevertheless brings out these signatures and es-
tablishes the common features beyond showing individual
examples. The results of the intrinsic rotation data set for
carbon velocity in DIII-D are summarized in Fig. 2, where
we plot the simple mean values of rotation frequency sorted
by discharge type, versus !. For this data set, the toroidal
magnetic field at the magnetic axis is BT0=1.75 T, and the
range of plasma current Ip is 1–1.5 MA. The averages are
taken over the set of intrinsic rotation time slices from dis-
charges of one ECH deposition type, or no ECH for two of
the profiles. The profiles may be measured with differing
delays after the H-mode transition, or the discharge have
different values of Ip or X-point height, density, temperature,
and possibly ECH power. The error bars indicated show the
standard deviation over the entire set of one type, due to this
variability of the plasma conditions. These deviations domi-
nate considerably over the measurement error. The ECH

deposition profile is indicated for types with EC power. In
spite of including nonidentical discharges within a type, the
rotation profile signatures clearly emerge.

All ECH H-mode intrinsic rotation profiles are hollow.
The pre-ECH time slices are also hollow. !For convenience,
we refer to these as “L-mode.”" Only the OH H-mode pro-
files are flat. A feature common to all is the co-rotation for
!#0.6−0.9. This co-rotation is greater for the ECH
H-modes, correlated with greater plasma stored thermal en-
ergy W, as described below. The central rotation !!"0.3"
varies with ECH deposition profile, indicated in Fig. 2!d".
The most reversed !counter-directed" core rotation is ob-
served in some discharges with the “spread” deposition pro-
file shown in Fig. 2!a". “Core” deposition results in a similar
profile $Figs. 2!b" and 2!c"%, while the “off-axis” deposition
gives a clearly different profile: hollow but nonreversed in
the core $Fig. 2!b"%. An additional two individual profiles are
shown in Fig. 2!c" for two discharges with EC-current drive
!ECCD" in core deposition, one co- and one counter-ECCD,
respectively. These are nearly identical for !#0.5 and di-
verge from one another as the magnetic axis is approached.
Presently, the ECCD data set is limited. These ECCD
H-modes have a large Te /Ti in the core, relative to the rest of
this data set.

For the bulk ion intrinsic rotation profile measurements
in He++ discharges, only two of the nominally seven different
types of discharges used for the results in Fig. 2 were ob-
tained; namely, ECH H-modes with “spread” and “core”
deposition, in the same LSN shape. The bulk ions also ex-
hibit a hollow rotation profile, as measured for carbon in the
bulk deuterium discharges. In Fig. 3 we plot a similar statis-
tical average for three “core” heated He++ ECH H-modes,
i.e., $%He, together with the equivalent case from Fig. 2!b",
$%C. The carbon velocity is also measured in bulk helium
discharges, and the average for two similar discharges is also
plotted as $%C !He" in Fig. 3. The bulk ion profile hollow-
ness shows that this effect is not an artifact only for the
impurity !C6+" measurements. In addition, the ELMing na-
ture of the He++ discharges demonstrates that an ELM-free
state is not required for the hollow rotation profile.

FIG. 2. !Color online" Set-averaged rotation profiles, with m discharges in a
set. !a" “L-mode” !pre-ECH" !dash, m=5", OH-H !!, m=6", spread-ECH-H
!!, m=16", !b" core-ECH-H !!, m=12", off-axis ECH-H !", m=5", !c"
single examples with co- and counter-ECCD-H with core power deposition,
and !d" the ECH power deposition profiles pECH !&W /m3", for “spread”
!solid line", “core” !dot-dashed", and “off-axis” !dot". The error bars are the
standard deviation for a set of nonidentical discharges, greatly exceeding the
actual measurement errors for one measurement.

FIG. 3. !Color online" Similar set-averaged profile for the bulk ion toroidal
rotation measurement in helium discharges $%He !#, dot", and the carbon
rotation measured in helium discharges $%C !!, dash". The companion
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charges in which velocity measurements are made of C6+.
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the discharge parameters are evolving, grouping them by
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types of discharges used for the results in Fig. 2 were ob-
tained; namely, ECH H-modes with “spread” and “core”
deposition, in the same LSN shape. The bulk ions also ex-
hibit a hollow rotation profile, as measured for carbon in the
bulk deuterium discharges. In Fig. 3 we plot a similar statis-
tical average for three “core” heated He++ ECH H-modes,
i.e., $%He, together with the equivalent case from Fig. 2!b",
$%C. The carbon velocity is also measured in bulk helium
discharges, and the average for two similar discharges is also
plotted as $%C !He" in Fig. 3. The bulk ion profile hollow-
ness shows that this effect is not an artifact only for the
impurity !C6+" measurements. In addition, the ELMing na-
ture of the He++ discharges demonstrates that an ELM-free
state is not required for the hollow rotation profile.
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set. !a" “L-mode” !pre-ECH" !dash, m=5", OH-H !!, m=6", spread-ECH-H
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TCV Ohmic shots (Ip ≈155, 195kA) DIII-D Ohmic and ECH shots
Stoltzfus-Dueck et al PoP ’15 deGrassie et al PoP ’07

Important for stability against resistive wall modes at low torque (ITER).
Typical intrinsic rotation profiles have three regions:

I Edge: Co-rotating (due to ion orbit shifts)
I Mid-radius “gradient region”: Countercurrent peaking or ∼flat

I Gradient exhibits sudden ’reversals’ at critical parameter values.
I Rotation profiles often pass through zero.

I Sawtoothing region inside q = 1: Flat or weak cocurrent peaking

In axisymmetric geometry, neoclassical momentum transport is negligible.
Stoltzfus-Dueck Parasitic Momentum Flux in the Tokamak Core (4)
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AUG measurements indicate correlation of density peaking
and counter-current momentum peaking.

AUG intrinsic rotation database
(Angioni PRL ’11⇒)

I >200 intrinsic rotation profiles
I Ohmic, L-, and H-modes
I With & without ECH & ICH
I u′

.
=−(R/vti )duϕ/dr

Across all discharge types, density
peaking correlates with countercurrent
rotation peaking.

from AUG reported here provide a complementary, and
important, additional piece of information, since they
cover a parameter domain with dominant electron heating.
As many of the previous observations were made in plas-
mas with a significant fraction of ion heating, this suggests
that a separation should be more generally made between
dominantly ion heated and dominantly electron heated
plasmas, rather than between L mode and H mode. In
the database considered here, variation of the edge ion
temperature, which has been recently identified as the
main parameter affecting the edge plasma rotation
[13,14], remains relatively limited. This also implies that
the present database is particularly well suited for the
analysis of the behavior of the intrinsic toroidal rotation
in the plasma core.

Motivated by the correlation observed in Fig. 1, we
study the dependences of u0 on several dimensionless local
plasma parameters around midradius, with the goal of
identifying the main parameters with which it is correlated.
To this end, in Fig. 2(a) the normalized toroidal rotation
gradient u0 at r=a ¼ 0:45 is plotted as a function of the
local normalized collisionality !eff ¼ !ei=ðcs=RÞ, where
!ei is the electron ion collision frequency and cs is the
sound speed. We observe that u0 exhibits a nonmonotonic
dependence, also crossing zero, reminiscent of observa-
tions of rotation reversals observed in other devices [6–10].
In Fig. 2(b), the normalized logarithmic density gradient
R=Lne ¼ $Rrne=ne exhibits an almost specular nonmo-
notonic dependence as a function of !eff . The density
profile reaches a maximum peaking around !eff % 0:5,
which corresponds to the same collisionality range where

u0 reaches the minimum values. In Fig. 2(c) R=Lne is
plotted as a function of the edge safety factor q95, which
shows that the large variation of density peaking observed
in this collisionality range turns out to correlate with the
increase of q95. Because of the dominant auxiliary electron
heating in all these cases, the electron to ion temperature
ratio Te=Ti shows a very strong dependence on !eff .
Finally, Fig. 2(d) shows u0 as a function of R=Lne, which
is the dimensionless local parameter with which u0 exhibits
the highest correlation (70%). The observed correlation
with R=Lne suggests an investigation of the turbulent re-
gimes likely to be present in all of these plasmas, since
studies on particle transport showed that the behavior of
the electron density profile is strongly connected with the
type of turbulence [15].
On the basis of these considerations, local linear gyro-

kinetic calculations have been performed with the code GS2

[16] for each observation in the database, in order to
identify the dominant unstable mode at the typical binor-
mal wave number ky"i ¼ 0:3. The actual measured local
data at r=a ¼ 0:45 for every case were used as inputs for
the code. The results of these calculations are applied to
plot R=Lne and u

0 as a function of the real frequency of the
most unstable mode in Fig. 3. The type of instability is
strongly determined by collisionality, Te=Ti, and by the
logarithmic temperature gradients, which implies that
Fig. 3(a) appears similar to Fig. 2(b). Density peaking
shows a nonmonotonic behavior as a function of the
mode real frequency !r, reaching maximum values when
!r is negative, when the mode propagates in the electron
drift direction, at moderate absolute value. Negative values
of the real frequency identify trapped electron modes
(TEM), in contrast to positive values, which identify ion
temperature gradient (ITG) modes. The present result is
consistent with previous specific studies on particle trans-
port [17–20], where the behaviors of thermodiffusive and
convective particle fluxes have been studied as a function
of the dominant instability and as a function of collision-
ality. In particular, the nonmonotonic dependence observed
in Fig. 3 is matched by the theoretical predictions of Fig. 7
in [19], where the increase of peaking with increasing q95
shown in Fig. 2(d) was also predicted to be produced by an
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Today’smodel offers a simple explanation for this. Stay tuned...
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Intrinsic rotation profiles result from vanishingmomentumflux.
Axisymmetric steady state with no torque⇒zero momentum outflux:

0 = Π =−ν∇L+ vpinchL+ Πres =⇒ ∇L = (vpinchL+ Πres)/ν

Toroidal momentum gradient ∇L is set by balancing
I Viscous flux (−ν∇L) (saturation) against both
I Momentum pinch (vpinchL) due to

I ’Turbulent equipartition’ due to ∇B (Hahm et al PoP ’07)
I Coriolis force (Peeters et al PoP ’09)

I Residual stress (Πres, independent of L)
I Only explanation for peaked profiles that cross L = 0

More than one mechanism may be important for a given discharge.

Solve for ∇L = (vpinchL+ Πres)/ν , summing over all spin-up terms.

What drives symmetry-breaking momentum flux Πres,
in the absence of rotation and of rotation shear?

Stoltzfus-Dueck Parasitic Momentum Flux in the Tokamak Core (6)
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I Residual stress (Πres, independent of L)
I Only explanation for peaked profiles that cross L = 0

More than one mechanism may be important for a given discharge.

Solve for ∇L = (vpinchL+ Πres)/ν , summing over all spin-up terms.

What drives symmetry-breaking momentum flux Πres,
in the absence of rotation and of rotation shear?
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Dual role for slowly varying ∂θ φ causes countercurrent peaking.

R

z
BT

ñ
n= eφ̃

Te
>0

ñ
n= eφ̃

Te
<0

I. Example: axisymmetric (n = 0), low-frequency density fluctuations.
E‖ =−bp(∂θ φ)/r accelerates ions out of density hump.
E‖u‖i =−bpu‖i (∂θ φ)/r transfers energy to ion parallel flows.
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II.Weak radial E ×B drift urEi =−(cbT/Br)∂θ φ advects ions.
Outflow of cocurrentmomentum:Π = [−cbT (∂θ φ)/Bbp]mini0RbTu‖i
Momentum flux∝energy transfer because E‖/bp =−∂θ φ = E⊥/bT .
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III. Slow poloidal potential variation in ∂θ φ ∼ k‖φ/bp ∼ φ/r :
I neglected by fluxtube orderings, but
I breaks symmetry because b̂ neither parallel nor perp to ϕ̂ .
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Symmetry restricts contributions to residual stress.

In the simplest radially local fluxtube limit with
I up-down symmetric magnetic geometry,
I no background rotation or rotation shear, and
I no background E ×B shear,

the delta-f gyrokinetic equations satisfy a symmetry:

If f (ρ,ϑ ,ξ ,v‖,µ, t), φ(ρ,ϑ ,ξ , t) is a solution
so is −f (−ρ,−ϑ ,ξ ,−v‖,µ, t), −φ(−ρ,−ϑ ,ξ , t),

with opposite sign of the dominant toroidal momentum flux.
(Peeters and Angioni PoP ’05, Peeters et al NF ’11)

This implies: toroidal momentum flux should vanish for terms that flip sign
(but does not imply that invariant terms must drive momentum flux).
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The radial E ×B drift with true ∇⊥φ breaks the symmetry.

Define convenient directions

ρ̂
.

=
∇ρ

|∇ρ| , p̂
.

= ζ̂ × ρ̂

and decompose b̂ = bT ζ̂ +bpp̂.

ρ̂×
b̂

∝ b̂

∝ ζ̂

ζ

θ

ρ

Use ρ̂× b̂ = (ζ̂ −bT b̂)/bp to evaluate

uE i · ρ̂ =
c

B
b̂×∇φ · ρ̂ =

c

B
ρ̂× b̂ ·∇φ =

c

bpB
ζ̂ ·∇φ

u
(2)
Ei︷ ︸︸ ︷

− cbT
bpB

b̂ ·∇φ .

Symmetry prevents first term ∝ ζ̂ ·∇φ ∝ ∂ξ φ from driving residual stress.

Second term cancels the parallel gradient included in ζ̂ ·∇φ 6= ρ× b̂ ·∇φ :
INominally smaller than the first term, by k‖/k⊥bp, but
IContributes a symmetry-breaking term tomomentumfluxmini0bTR0u

x
E iu‖i :

Π
(2)
ϕ = ni0miR0bTu‖iu

(2)
Ei =−(cmini0R0/bpB0)u‖i∇‖φ
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If ion parallel flows are excited, co-currentmomentumflows out.

Turbulence fluctuation amplitude is
regulated by free-energy balance:

Counter-current peaking due to ion
Landau damping T

‖
φ i > 0, if

ω . vti/qR,

as seen in Wang/Grierson simulations.

Let a fraction 0≤ fL ≤ 1 of turbulent
free energy pass through T

‖
φ i , then

residual stress may be solved for as:

U ev
δi

U od
δi

UδE

Qi/LTi

−u‖i∇‖pi

Zenivdi·∇φ

−Zeniu‖i∇‖φ︸ ︷︷ ︸
T

‖
φi

Π
(2)
ϕ =−cmini0R0

bpB0
u‖i∇‖φ =

R0

Ωciθ
T
‖
φ i

= fL
R0

Ωciθ

( Qi

LTi
+

Qe

LTe
)
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When ion Landau damping is significant, one obtains
counter-current rotation peaking with a simple scaling.

Now balance viscous momentum flux and residual stress:

−χϕ

ni0miR0uϕ

Lϕ

= Π
(2)
ϕ = fL

R0

Ωciθ

(
χi
ni0Ti0

L2
Ti

+ χe
ne0Te0

L2
Te

), so that

uϕ

vti
=−fLρiθ

(
χi

χϕ

Lϕ

L2
Ti

+
χe

χϕ

ZTe0Lϕ

Ti0L2
Te

)∼−fL
(
1+

ZTe0

Ti0
)
ρiθ

L⊥
,

where the last form took χϕ ∼ χi ∼ χe and Lϕ ∼ LTi ∼ LTe
.

= L⊥.

With Ampere’s Law 2πrBp ∼ 4πIp/c , we get the dimensional estimate

uϕ ∼−5fL
(Ti0 +ZTe0)(keV)

ZIp(MA)

r

L⊥
km/s,

comparable with peakingmeasured onDIII-D, JET, C-mod, AUG, andTCV.
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Density peaking and counter-current momentum peaking
are both active only for low-frequency turbulence.
Particle pinch due to electron precession,
active when frequency satisfies

ω . ωde ∼ k⊥vteρe/R

(Angioni et al NF’12)
Counter-current peaking due to ion Landau
damping, active when

ω . vti/qR

from AUG reported here provide a complementary, and
important, additional piece of information, since they
cover a parameter domain with dominant electron heating.
As many of the previous observations were made in plas-
mas with a significant fraction of ion heating, this suggests
that a separation should be more generally made between
dominantly ion heated and dominantly electron heated
plasmas, rather than between L mode and H mode. In
the database considered here, variation of the edge ion
temperature, which has been recently identified as the
main parameter affecting the edge plasma rotation
[13,14], remains relatively limited. This also implies that
the present database is particularly well suited for the
analysis of the behavior of the intrinsic toroidal rotation
in the plasma core.

Motivated by the correlation observed in Fig. 1, we
study the dependences of u0 on several dimensionless local
plasma parameters around midradius, with the goal of
identifying the main parameters with which it is correlated.
To this end, in Fig. 2(a) the normalized toroidal rotation
gradient u0 at r=a ¼ 0:45 is plotted as a function of the
local normalized collisionality !eff ¼ !ei=ðcs=RÞ, where
!ei is the electron ion collision frequency and cs is the
sound speed. We observe that u0 exhibits a nonmonotonic
dependence, also crossing zero, reminiscent of observa-
tions of rotation reversals observed in other devices [6–10].
In Fig. 2(b), the normalized logarithmic density gradient
R=Lne ¼ $Rrne=ne exhibits an almost specular nonmo-
notonic dependence as a function of !eff . The density
profile reaches a maximum peaking around !eff % 0:5,
which corresponds to the same collisionality range where

u0 reaches the minimum values. In Fig. 2(c) R=Lne is
plotted as a function of the edge safety factor q95, which
shows that the large variation of density peaking observed
in this collisionality range turns out to correlate with the
increase of q95. Because of the dominant auxiliary electron
heating in all these cases, the electron to ion temperature
ratio Te=Ti shows a very strong dependence on !eff .
Finally, Fig. 2(d) shows u0 as a function of R=Lne, which
is the dimensionless local parameter with which u0 exhibits
the highest correlation (70%). The observed correlation
with R=Lne suggests an investigation of the turbulent re-
gimes likely to be present in all of these plasmas, since
studies on particle transport showed that the behavior of
the electron density profile is strongly connected with the
type of turbulence [15].
On the basis of these considerations, local linear gyro-

kinetic calculations have been performed with the code GS2

[16] for each observation in the database, in order to
identify the dominant unstable mode at the typical binor-
mal wave number ky"i ¼ 0:3. The actual measured local
data at r=a ¼ 0:45 for every case were used as inputs for
the code. The results of these calculations are applied to
plot R=Lne and u

0 as a function of the real frequency of the
most unstable mode in Fig. 3. The type of instability is
strongly determined by collisionality, Te=Ti, and by the
logarithmic temperature gradients, which implies that
Fig. 3(a) appears similar to Fig. 2(b). Density peaking
shows a nonmonotonic behavior as a function of the
mode real frequency !r, reaching maximum values when
!r is negative, when the mode propagates in the electron
drift direction, at moderate absolute value. Negative values
of the real frequency identify trapped electron modes
(TEM), in contrast to positive values, which identify ion
temperature gradient (ITG) modes. The present result is
consistent with previous specific studies on particle trans-
port [17–20], where the behaviors of thermodiffusive and
convective particle fluxes have been studied as a function
of the dominant instability and as a function of collision-
ality. In particular, the nonmonotonic dependence observed
in Fig. 3 is matched by the theoretical predictions of Fig. 7
in [19], where the increase of peaking with increasing q95
shown in Fig. 2(d) was also predicted to be produced by an
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FIG. 2 (color online). u0 (a), R=Lne and Te=Ti (b) versus !eff

(all at r=a ¼ 0:45), R=Lne at r=a ¼ 0:45 versus q95 (c), and u0

versus R=Lne (d) (both at r=a ¼ 0:45).
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FIG. 3 (color online). R=Lne (a) and u0 (b) at r=a ¼ 0:45
versus the real frequency !r of the most unstable mode at
ky"i ¼ 0:3.
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Although physical mechanisms are distinct, criteria are related:
ωde

vti/qR
=

ZTe0

Ti0
qk⊥ρi

Both will be active during low-frequency turbulence ω . ωde ∼ vti/qR .

DIII-D can directly test the theory by comparing mid-gradient
rotation peaking with fluctuation frequencies (vs vti/qR).
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Although physical mechanisms are distinct, criteria are related:
ωde
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=
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Both will be active during low-frequency turbulence ω . ωde ∼ vti/qR .

DIII-D can directly test the theory by comparing mid-gradient
rotation peaking with fluctuation frequencies (vs vti/qR).
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Summary
A geometrically higher-order portion of the E ×B drift causes a
nondiffusive momentum flux that:

I results from symmetry-breaking by excitation of ion parallel flows
I does not require 〈uϕ〉 or ∇〈uϕ〉⇒residual stress
I a fully nonlinear mechanism, not quasilinear

I causes counter-current rotation peaking in the core
I drives experimentally relevant rotation peaking around

uϕ ≈−5fL
(Ti0 +ZTe0)(keV)

ZIp(MA)

r

L⊥
km/s,

I acts only when turbulence is at low enough frequencies to excite ion
parallel flows

I consistent with Wang/Grierson simulations
I ∼same criterion as for density peaking, consistent with observed

relation of density and rotation peaking across many discharge types
I opportunity for a direct experimental test
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